Unban the alpha, the legend, the fucking warlord… Cyx_Cyx
Alright man, I know you clicked on this well knowing what the prompt is, and
truthfully I got no fucking clue on how the fuck to start this shit, but hey, we
fuckin’ doin’ this shit bois.
ANYWAY, let’s just cut to the fucking point, alright? Cause this shit is gonna be
two motherfucking pages long, and how you’re going to sit your ass through this
shit and read it-- I got absolutely NO fucking clue. So let’s begin this.
Reason 1: I’m ya boi… I’m EVERYBODY’S boy. I’m a fucking twitch chat
favorite! The chat sees ya boi cyx_cyx say “TriHard”, and the fucking chat literally
PogChamp’s so hard IRL. It’s fucking INSANE.
Reason 2: I’ve been apart of the stream for so long.
Now look here man, I’ve been apart of your stream for so long… I’ve been
permabanned so many times, and twitch chat has cyberbullied me so hard, but I
still stuck through it… I became strong, and hard (LUL). So to have something to
small bring me down? After all I’ve been through? I can’t let this happen!
Reason 3: When something on the stream ain’t right… Who is there to give
you a heads up? THAT’S FUCKING RIGHT, IT’S YA BOI CYX. Ya boi cyx always
says “hey uh dawk… ur facecam is too dark” or some shit like that, and guess what?
I IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE STREAM. Do you REALIZE how good that
shit is? Man, I point out the things that nobody points out, and I have good ideas,
sometimes. (SUCH AS THAT FUCKING BIRDS EYE VIEW CAM. WOW. THAT
SHIT WAS A FUCKING GREAT IDEA.)

Reason 4: I still have fucking sloths to spend.
Yo, if I’m ever gonna get perma’d in your stream, I’m spending ALL of my fucking
sloths. I aint about to let my sloths go to waste… All that time farming in your
stream. The hours, the dedication, and the desire to become the richest in your
chat… & just to lose this, all for nothing? NO… I spent so much time thinking for
fanart ideas so I can get those extra 25 sloths (even though most of my ideas
came from when I was taking a massive shit-- it still required heavy thinking).
ANYWAY, there are more reasons, but truth be told I think those are the
best reasons that you’re going to get out of me, and if you want me to bring up
more good reasons, well, you’re just gonna have to wait till I go take a shit.
All in all, my BOI Dawkins154, ur MAH BOI, alright? & I don’t know how I’m going
to sleep at night with me being permabanned in ur twitch chat… really… i don’t know
how i’m going to do it… So hey man, I’ll make you some “promises” so you can have a
change in heart :DDDDDDDD
I promise to you, mah boi, that I won’t ever make an alternate account. Yeah,
yeah that was really childish of me, bro. Won’t happen again, TRUST

ME.

I also promise that when I do get timed out, that I will learn my lesson like a
fucking dog, or whatever, and keep my fucking mouth shut… because in all honesty
dawkins… I’m not the alpha… YOU are! I’m the fucking dog in this scenario!
Anyway, mah boi Dawkins, I hope u can look past this whole situation, and
forgive me. & hey man… maybe if this aint askin for too much… then maybe you can
consider modding cyx… doesn’t that sound like a good idea? #MODCYX

